Revenue Administration

A Better Way to Manage Revenue
Cost cutting is always a difficult subject to
discuss with constituents, except when
lowering costs means better services and
no loss of staff. Then you’re brilliant. Avenu’s
revenue administration solution gives you
an easier way to process all your tax and fee
payments. We unburden local

governments from the day-to-day
ownership of responding to customer
inquiries, tracking underpayments,
issuing licenses and compiling reports, all
of which results in tangible progress on
cost containment.

The Integrity of the Process
As the revenue administration
representative for local governments,
Avenu contacts business taxpayers to help
them register, file tax returns and remit
payments. Our secure systems provide
convenient online transactions and
taxpayer support, while the fast turnaround
gets the funds into your account in as little
as 24 hours.
Jurisdictions appreciate the consistent and
positive results of our SSAE 18 / SOC 1
audits, showing that we handle the process
and the funds with the highest standards.
Moreover, our reporting feature gives city
and county leadership a regular accounting
for everyday financial management, audit
planning and accurate forecasting.

“Avenu processes
more than $1 billion a
year in taxes and fees
for local governments.”

Expertise in Multiple Tax Types:
• Utility User Tax
• Franchise Fees
• Alcohol & Tobacco Tax
• Sugar-Sweetened Beverage Tax

• Sales & Use Tax
• Business Licenses and Permits
• Hotel, Lodging & Transient Occupancy Tax
• Short-term Rental Tax
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The Lower Cost of Revenue Management
Buying and maintaining tax
administration software, records retention,
disaster recovery and other critical
requirements create a large expense for
jurisdictions, not to mention the cost of
paper, printing, and postage for
correspondence and licenses. Because
Avenu’s solution is already in use by many

governments, cities and counties incur
little-to-no startup costs and transaction
fees are nominal. Government leaders get
uninterrupted and locally administered
programs, focused compliance,
professional customer service and
predictably lower costs.

A Partner to Local Government
Customers put their trust in Avenu due to
our experience in many tax types, local
ordinances, and because our findings in
one area often lead to other revenue
opportunities. Our high customer
satisfaction and renewal rates are directly
linked to this knowledgebase, our
responsiveness to queries and issues, and
the professionalism of our staff when
interacting with taxpayers.

How Avenu
Manages Revenue for
Jurisdictions:
• Reputable process for local tax
administration
• Expertise in tax compliance for
sound budgeting and forecasting
• Established infrastructure that
lowers cost of revenue
management
• Taxpayer support for multiple tax
types
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The Avenu Difference
Avenu provides local governments with
ways to achieve more predictable revenue
that supports growth, fuels modernization
and ensures compliance with mandates
for underfunded pensions. Avenu’s
revenue enhancement and administrative
solutions find and recover taxes, licenses,
and permit fees that cities and counties
struggle to collect. The insights and
improved fiscal posture enables
governments to deliver expected services
and sustain a high quality of life for
residents. To learn more visit
www.avenuinsights.com.
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